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Introduction to the Study of U.S. Law 2016 this book is designed to introduce students to the highlights of the
first year curriculum at a u s law school the first chapter provides an overview of the u s legal system the seven
chapters that follow focus on basic foundational subjects constitutional law civil procedure contracts torts
property criminal procedure and criminal law each in a separate chapter although the first chapter consists
entirely of articles and other commentary the other seven chapters consist mainly of edited court decisions all of
the chapters contain notes and questions highlighting important issues for discussion and providing citations to
cases articles and other materials for more in depth study the book is intended for several types of students first
it is designed for international students who are attending a u s law school to pursue an ll m degree or an s j d
degree this book gives such students the opportunity to take an intensive course on u s law thus enabling them to
learn the fundamental concepts before taking upper division courses second this book is designed for international
students who want to learn about u s law but who are not planning to attend a u s law school u s law
professors can teach the course in foreign law schools using this text also foreign professors who have been
trained at a u s law school can teach u s law at their home institutions third the book is designed for an
undergraduate pre law course at a u s college or university fourth the book can be used at u s schools that
train and certify paralegals all four types of students share a common desire to learn the basics of u s law in one
course and all four types will benefit not only from the substantive materials but also from the experience of
learning core subject areas
Leading Cases in Constitutional Law, a Compact Casebook for a Short Course 2021 2021-08-18 description
coming soon
Cases and Materials on Statutory Interpretation 2012 softbound new softbound print book
Cases on the Law of Evidence 1931 the 2022 edition of american criminal procedure incorporates substantial
changes in both caselaw and the law enforcement landscape while maintaining the editorial voice that has earned
accolades from generations of students and professors this edition of the classic casebook contains detailed and
authoritative commentary extensive discussion of practical problems highlighted treatment of selected recent
lower court cases full consideration of supreme court cases and questions that challenge the conceptions and
analytical powers of law students new features include the addition of historical materials more headnotes full
case treatment of important new supreme court cases and scholarly commentary on such topics as electronic
searches the exclusionary rule miranda and the intersections between race and criminal justice the authors have
made a concerted attempt to arrange the material in a way that facilitates organized analysis of criminal
procedure questions without sacrificing nuance
Introduction to Legal Method and Process 2002 weston falk charlesworth and strauss s international law and
world order is a problem oriented coursebook that poses four clusters of world order problems that require
students to identify and frame legal issues in factual context it enables students to determine the relevance of
information organize relevant law and policy test their analytical skills develop a critical understanding of the
possibilities of international law explore the nature of international law and the structure of its processes
examine the relationship of international law and lawyers to the world order the text focuses on the current
work of the international criminal tribunals for the former yugoslavia and rwanda comprises a series of
hypothetical problems involving fictional countries in real world decision making settings organized around themes
that conveniently cluster the principal challenges to the cu
American Criminal Procedure 2022-05-06 cases and materials on consumer law 5th ed retains its comprehensive
coverage and has been completely updated to reflect new developments in the dynamic field of consumer law
including internet marketing ad substantiation celebrity and other testimonials and new developments in online
consumer contracts consumer credit regulation including new supreme court cases dealing with credit reporting
and debt collection as well as the latest developments with the consumer financial protection bureau consumer
privacy including the new california consumer privacy act the internet of things biometrics online marketing
cybersecurity and new developments concerning the telephone consumer protection act developing and emerging
payment systems e g credit debit and prepaid cards as well as mobile payments digital wallets and cryptocurrency
remedies latest u s supreme court and regulatory developments on consumer arbitration and class actions
predatory lending capstone chapter the legal fallout from the subprime mortgage foreclosure crisis and beyond
student loan disclosures collections and servicing and deceptive school admissions marketing to prospective
students this text contains a balance of cases problems that reflect modern situations and notes with discussion
questions and references to the latest consumer protection scholarship a new statutory supplement entitled
selected consumer statutes 2019 is available also
International Law and World Order 2006 an annually revised paperback designed for a single semester course on
constitutional law this book is roughly half the length of many hardcover casebooks the four renowned authors



now including michael dorf and frederick schauer are co editors of a long time favorite teaching book the much
larger and newly revised constitutional law cases comments questions 13th edition leading cases which is a
stripped down version of that book contains the essentials for teaching a basic course in constitutional law
because the organization of the compact book parallels that of the much lengthier choper dorf fallon schauer
casebook which contains extensive notes questions the latter can serve as a resource book for instructors
teaching from the paperback this edition of leading cases is up to date through the completion of the supreme court
term that ended in june 2019 subsequent editions of leading cases will continue to be published every summer for
classroom use in the fall and will include all the significant cases handed down during the most recent supreme
court term
Consumer Law, Cases and Materials 2020-01-13 description coming soon
Leading Cases in Constitutional Law, a Compact Casebook for a Short Course 2019 2019-08-12 a classic book
that helped create the modern field this was the first casebook devoted exclusively to american legal and
constitutional history giving students an understanding of american legal and constitutional history and also a
broader and better understanding of american history generally over the years new editions have included more
materials on the legal history of race criminal law and the family as well as up to date bibliographical
information on the newly burgeoning field of american legal history this edition features expanded historical
introductions to many chapters and topics
Contracts 2021-02-18 this book is a complete unchanged reprint of chapters 6 13 of saltzburg capra american
criminal procedure 10th ed 2013 the new edition of the hardcover text contains detailed commentary highlighted
treatment of selected lower court cases and full consideration of supreme court cases
Law and Jurisprudence in American History 2006 this book introduces the history and nature of international law
and examines its sources treaties customary international law general principles jus cogens and equity and the
different forums in which it is interpreted and applied it also covers important fields of international law individual
and human rights recognition and self determination war and peace and more it examines u s cases on the application
of international law in the u s legal system the proliferation of international courts and tribunals the
responsibility of states and international organizations and the international criminal court
American Criminal Procedure 2014 this supplement brings the principal text current with recent developments in the
law
International Law 2014 description coming soon
American Criminal Procedure 2016-07-27 this book is designed to teach law students and information
professionals the law and practices related to information management or what is increasingly referred to as the
practice of information governance of necessity it covers a lot of ground from information contracts and
information torts to government transparency and cybersecurity it is in effect an information law survey book
but one that combines a discussion of applicable law with the practical and process orientation that is a
hallmark of those involved in information governance
Trusts and Estates 2022-11-07 coming soon the 2016 edition of this title isbn 9781634607865 is a part of
our casebookplus offering as isbn 9781634608794 learn more at casebookplus com an annually revised
paperback designed for a single semester course on constitutional law this book is roughly half the length of many
hardcover casebooks the six renowned authors now including michael dorf and frederick schauer are co editors of a
long time favorite teaching book the much larger constitutional law cases comments questions 12th edition
leading cases which is a stripped down version of that book contains the essentials for teaching a basic course in
constitutional law because the organization of the compact book parallels that of the much lengthier choper
fallon kamisar shiffrin dorf schauer casebook which contains extensive notes questions the latter can serve as a
resource book for instructors teaching from the paperback subsequent editions of leading cases will continue to be
published every summer for classroom use in the fall and will include all the significant cases handed down during
the most recent supreme court term
Information Law, Governance, and Cybersecurity 2019-08-02 the new edition focuses on the current
controversies in tort law changes in the law endorsed by the restatement 3rd are explored the casebook strives
to invigorate the study of intentional torts by going beyond the traditional personal injury approach battery is
considered in its increasing application in environmental litigation the torts of intentional interference with
contractual and economic relations which almost all students will encounter in whatever field of practice e g
corporate entertainment public interest they ultimately choose are introduced in the basic intentional tort section
including the case that nearly bankrupt texaco and the potential liability of an environmental public interest
group for encouraging a boycott the negligence section addresses controversies ranging from parental liability for
failure to prevent a child from committing homicides mental distress for exposure to toxic pollutants to tobacco



industry liability the necessity defense is considered in the context of katrina negligence is critiqued from feminist
economic and other perspectives cases have been selected for their teachability and stimulation for students notes
are straight forward to allow professors freedom to focus on policy concerns
Leading Cases in Constitutional Law, a Compact Casebook for a Short Course 2015-08-13 this long popular
constitutional law casebook has added two new co authors for its newest 12th new edition michael dorf and
frederick schauer who have brought deep background and rich insight in helping to bring the book thoroughly up to
date in preparing the new edition the authors have retained the basic format of prior editions but have added new
cases and re edited old ones to ensure coverage of important topics in manageable numbers of pages the notes and
questions which have long been a hallmark of the book continue to present a wide range of perspectives for
students to consider rather than reflecting a single point of view that users of the book must either adopt or
teach against professors will especially like the illuminating and provocative extracts from the literature that
accompany important new cases involving the affordable care act same sex marriage affirmative action and
campaign finance and freedom of speech
Cases and Materials on Torts 2008 this law school casebook provides updated and revised materials on property
rights included are materials on human embryos and human body parts updated materials on gifts including gifts of
engagement rings as well as updated materials on tenancy by the entirety readers will also find completely revised
and updated coverage of the law of takings and zoning including all supreme court decisions through 2002 and
expanded and updated coverage of the law of housing discrimination with increased attention to state and local
law issues as well as handicapped and age discrimination under the federal fair housing act
Constitutional Law 2015 description coming soon
Cases and Materials on American Property Law 2003 this supplement brings the principal text current with recent
developments in the law
Constitutional Law 2019-03-11 the casebook reflects developments through the most recent term of the united
states supreme court this supplement includes material from the 1997 to date terms of the supreme court as well
as some developments in the lower courts
American Criminal Procedure, Supplement 2012-08 the seventh edition of this popular casebook has fully
integrated the supreme court s latest decisions stolt nielsen rent a center at t mobility granite rock sutter and
the ground breaking ruling in bg group into the coverage the latest editions of the casebook boast a new
organization that is more cohesive and better defines the issues of central importance to the u s and other laws of
arbitration the volume also includes a revised chapter ten that contains materials on drafting arbitration
agreements it can serve as a basis for a class workshop on drafting such agreements the book s content and
approach reflect a continuing thorough assessment of the field the teaching materials are up to date and
comprehensively assess the landmark work of the supreme court in the area
Farber, Eskridge and Frickey's 2004 Supplement to Constitutional Law 2004-08 ��� �������� �����������
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Law and Jurisprudence in American History 1989-10-01 casebookplus hardbound new hardbound print book
includes lifetime digital access to an ebook with the ability to highlight and take notes and 12 month access to a
digital learning library that includes self assessment quizzes tied to this book leading study aids an outline
starter and gilbert law dictionary
Cases and Materials on Arbitration Law and Practice 2015 the second edition of this casebook introduces foreign
students most trained in code based law to the unique american mix of common law statutory materials and
constitutional law strongly emphasizing american legal methods and the influence of american history and culture
on law in the united states the book provides a rich array of teaching resources covering both public and private
law following introductory chapters that cover the relations between important sources of law common law
statutes and constitutional law including the hierarchy of various forms of law succeeding chapters cover the
major topics in constitutional law civil procedure and jurisdiction and private law contracts torts and
corporations the book is especially appropriate for schools attempting to meet the new master of laws teaching
requirements of the n y bar and its emphasis on legal methods also makes it suitable for assignment in college level
courses publisher s web page
������� 1997-11-03 this book is a complete unchanged reprint of chapters 1 6 of saltzburg capra and gray s
american criminal procedure 12th ed 2022 the new edition of the hardcover text contains detailed commentary
highlighted treatment of selected lower court cases and full consideration of supreme court cases
Torts and Compensation, Personal Accountability and Social Responsibility for Injury 2022-06 this compact
second edition focuses on a select core canon of the leading cases in civil procedure including concurring and



dissenting opinions omitted in many other casebooks the second edition has added recent supreme court decisions in
personal jurisdiction and amendment of pleadings under fed r civ p 15 without adding length to the casebook the
federal rules of civil procedure have been updated to include rule amendments effective since the first edition the
text is based on a 14 week curriculum with 14 chapters that provide simple guidance for working through the
course it assembles the core cases statutes and rules that students and professors reasonably may study in four
hours of class time and offers substitute materials for alternative weeks
Law in the United States 2016 this compact eleventh edition of the popular casebook is designed for three or four
credit civil procedure courses it provides a framework for studying both the essential and the cutting edge issues
of civil procedure while incorporating problems that test doctrinal understanding foster case reading skills and
encourage a sense of litigation strategy new supreme court cases have been integrated that impact critical areas
of the curriculum the casebook covers all of the major topics that a professor might wish to teach in a one
semester course of varied practical or theoretical emphases a supplement provides important teaching material
including all updated federal rules the pleadings in twombly and iqbal and state materials
American Criminal Procedure, Investigative 2022-06-06 the ninth edition of this pathbreaking casebook continues
its tradition of comprehensive coverage with problems and exercises that allow students to hone skills as
counselors litigators and policy advisors these virtues have become especially important in light of the many
changes to immigration and citizenship law since the eighth edition went to press in mid 2016 this new edition opens
with a reworked foundational chapter that guides students through the casebook in two key dimensions a basic
framework for constitutional immigration law and an overview of the core administrative law principles that
recently have risen to prominence in the making of immigration and citizenship law this ninth edition has thoroughly
updated coverage of admissions categories unauthorized migrants admission procedures detention citizenship
removability refugees and asylum federal enforcement and state and local measures the treatment of every topic is
streamlined making for a slimmer volume in each chapter the ninth edition emphasizes both core and cutting edge issues
while optimizing teachability for a wide variety of course settings
American Criminal Procedure 1996 this book is a complete unchanged reprint of chapters 6 13 of saltzburg capra
american criminal procedure 11th ed 2018 the new edition of the hardcover text contains detailed commentary
highlighted treatment of selected lower court cases and full consideration of supreme court cases
Leading Cases in Civil Procedure 2012 premised on the belief that criminal law is an exciting subject to learn and
teach this popular casebook provides a balanced and creative overview of classic and modern criminal law cases
and issues while covering both common law foundations and modern statutory reform including the model penal
code the casebook invites classroom consideration of many controversies in the field e g rape law race based jury
nullification internet crime and anti stalking legislation and defenses e g battered women s self defense using
imaginative examples from literature and music to illustrate criminal law issues e g examining insanity with edgar
allen poe s the tell tale heart and homicide with willa cather s o pioneers the casebook allows law students to
confront some of the big questions with which philosophers theologians scientists poets and lawyers have
grappled for centuries
Civil Procedure 2013 this law school casebook is concise rigorous and yet accessible to students it contains
approximately 100 primary cases including a greater proportion of recent supreme court decisions than other
casebooks the notes provide context and the realistic problems facilitate application of constitutional law
principles and cases coverage includes structural constitutional law judicial power distribution of powers
congress powers federalism and judicial protection of interstate commerce and the reach of the fourteenth
amendment citizenship privileges and immunities due process equal protection and state action in addition the
casebook incorporates entertaining elements and references contemporary controversies the teacher s manual
provides creative suggestions for classroom use and outlines answers to the review problems provided to
students at the end of the casebook tight editing to achieve page neutrality subtle revisions and updates including
creative incorporation of the health care decision make this popular casebook even better than the last
Immigration and Citizenship 2020-12-25 hardbound new hardbound print book
Saltzburg and Capra's American Criminal Procedure, Adjudicative - Cases and Commentary, 11th - Casebookplus
2019-01-28 with its distinctively contemporary focus this book uses cutting edge issues in constitutional law
to introduce students to the ongoing debates about the supreme court and its proper role in american society this
edition includes the latest decisions on the war on terror gay marriage federalism property rights free speech and
discrimination law it also includes enriched historical materials and complete coverage of all the major doctrinal
areas
Cases and Materials on Criminal Law 2003 hardbound new hardbound print book
American Constitutional Law 2013



Copyright Law 2016
Cases and Materials on Constitutional Law 2009
Complex Litigation 2021-05-25
Federal Courts 2002
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